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Smart True HEPA Air Purifier
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Why does home 
wellness matter?

We spend a lot of time inside, but our indoor air 
quality is often 2–5 times worse than outdoor air 
quality*. These high levels of airborne pollutants can 
cause allergy flare ups, congestion, headaches, and 
more. Bring clean air into your home to keep your 
space just the way you like it—a place where you 
can relax in comfort. 

*Source: Total Exposure Assessment Methodology Study, United States EPA
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Meet Levoit

Home is more than a space, it’s a feeling. At Levoit, we pay attention 
to every detail of your environment, from the ground you walk on to 
the air you breathe. Through customizable technology and award-
winning home wellness products, we look to promote awareness 
and provide solutions that fit seamlessly into your daily routine. As 
our collection continues to grow, the guiding principle remains the 
same: you aren’t home until you feel at home. 

* Source: The NPD Group / Retail Tracking Service, US unit sales, 12 months ending December 2021 
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Levoit EverestAir™

Smart True HEPA Air Purifier

Combining high-speed air circulation with rotating 
vents, the EverestAir can purify the largest rooms in 
your home. Levoit’s new AirSight Plus™ 2.0 Laser 
Dust Sensor detects PM1.0, PM2.5, and PM10 levels, 
providing you with a full report on your home’s
air quality.

INTRODUCING THE
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Every Home Needs 
Fresh Air

With airborne pollution on the rise and seasonal 
allergies year-round, it's important to know you 
always have a healthy space at home.

Dimensions: 48 x 21.6 x 58.9 cm



Refresh Large Spaces

Designed to refresh large areas such as family rooms and open-floor plans,
the air purifier can change the air in 52 m² spaces 5x per hour*. 

*When the air purifier is at its highest fan speed. 
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Clean Air Delivery Rate (CADR)
641m³/h

2x Per Hour
Open-Floor Plan

130 m²

5x Per Hour
Large Family Room

52 m²
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Better Air Circulation

Combining a powerful, high-speed motor with 
rotating vents, the EverestAir improves air circulation 
by sending clean air in all directions. Refresh the 
largest rooms in your home with our newest 
innovation in air purification.
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The more particulate matter (PM) is in your air, such as airborne dust, 
pollen, smoke particles, etc., the lower your air quality will be. The 
EverestAir™ uses an advanced laser dust sensor to scan PM1.0, 
PM2.5, and PM10 levels, providing accurate air quality readings you 
can trust.

What defines “air quality”?
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Air Quality Updates

Two times more accurate than an infrared laser, 
AirSight Plus™ Technology 2.0 uses a three-channel 
laser dust sensor to scan for airborne particles—
reading PM1.0, PM2.5, and PM10 levels, unlike 
traditional air purifiers that only scan for PM2.5. With 
real-time air quality notifications in VeSync, you can 
adjust the fan speed accordingly or let Auto Mode 
do it for you.
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3-Stage Filtration

Even though you can’t see most allergens, they still 
lower your air quality. Find out what pollutants each 
filter removes from your atmosphere.

Washable Pre-Filter
Captures large particles like lint, fibers, hair, and pet fur.

H13 True HEPA Filter
Uses statically charged fibers to trap at least 99.97% of 
airborne particles 0.3 microns in size, including fine dust, 
smoke particles, pollen, and pet dander.

High-Efficiency Activated Carbon Filter
Filters odors, smoke, and compounds such as 
formaldehyde, benzene, ammonia, hydrogen sulfide,
and VOCs.



Cleaner Air, Better Health

Sometimes it’s a cold, sometimes it’s just your air. An air purifier helps reduce your likelihood of experiencing symptoms by capturing 
these common allergy-causing pollutants.
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Fall Asleep with Ease

Climb into bed knowing the EverestAir™ is engineered 
to purify your entire space while keeping noise levels 
extremely low.

When the lights go down, the Light Sensor detects 
darkness and automatically turns off display lights to 
provide an optimal sleep environment.
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Smart Control

Bring fresh air into your day-to-day life with complete 
control through the VeSync app.

• Control settings
• Check filter life
• Create schedules
• Set timers
• View real-time air quality updates
• Connect to voice control



Modern Design

Better indoor air quality takes quality engineering and technology, but you want it to look good, too.

• Rounded corners for safety
• Matches all styles of homes
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Let’s Talk
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact
our helpful Customer Support Team!

Email: support@levoit.com
Support Hours: Mon–Fri, 9:00 am–5:00 pm PST/PDT
Toll-Free: (888) 726-8520

Follow us on social media
@LevoitLifestyle
#LevoitLove




